
Recent Amendments to the Streamlined
Sales and Use Tax Agreement:
Third-Party Reimbursements
And Bundled Transactions

by John A. Swain and Walter Hellerstein

Early in July the states participating in the
Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement (SSUTA,
or the agreement) passed a major milestone as the
result of a successful initial organizing meeting of
the agreement’s governing board. By its own terms,
the agreement could not become effective until at
least 10 states constituting at least 20 percent of the
population of states that impose a sales tax were
found to qualify as either full members or associate
members of the agreement (the 10/20 rule). A full
member is a state that is in compliance with the
agreement. An associate member is a state that
either (a) is in compliance but for the adoption of a
delayed effective date (which can be no later than
January 1, 2008), or (b) is in ‘‘substantial compliance
with the terms of the agreement taken as a whole

but not necessarily each provision’’ (and the state is
expected to achieve compliance by January 1,
2008).1 At the July meeting, 11 states were elected
full members and 7 states were elected associate
members.2 Those 18 initial states include approxi-
mately 28 percent of the population of states that
impose a sales tax (more than California, New York,
and Texas combined). Thus, the organizational
threshold was met, and the newly established gov-
erning board designated this October 1 as the agree-
ment’s effective date.

Readers may be aware that the 10/20 rule was
modified in April to allow for associate membership,
thus ensuring that the 10/20 threshold would be
reached in time for a summer organizational meet-
ing. Interestingly, however — and something of a
‘‘moral victory’’ for the streamlining movement —
the agreement’s original 10/20 rule (which counted
only full members) will be met, in substance, as of
the October 1 effective date of the agreement be-
cause the New Jersey and North Dakota streamlin-
ing statutes both become effective on that date. The
addition of these two states will increase the appli-
cable membership percentage from about 17 percent
to a little over 20 percent, thus exceeding the 20
percent threshold. Additionally, Nevada is expected
to be inducted as a full member on October 1.

1SSUTA section 704(B) and (C) (added April 16, 2005). The
agreement limits the rights of associate members in various
ways. SSUTA section 705 (added April 16, 2005).

2Elected full members were Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Ken-
tucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Carolina, Okla-
homa, South Dakota, and West Virginia. Elected associate
members as a result of delayed effective dates were New
Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, Tennessee, and Utah. Elected
associate members as a result of ‘‘substantial compliance with
the terms of the agreement taken as whole’’ were Arkansas
and Wyoming.
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The following article draws freely from the forthcoming
second edition of Walter Hellerstein and John Swain,
Streamlined Sales and Use Tax, published by Warren
Gorham & Lamont of Research Institute of America (RIA).
The material also appears as Chapter 19A in Jerome R.
Hellerstein and Walter Hellerstein’s two-volume treatise,
State Taxation (Warren Gorham & Lamont, 3d ed. 1998),
updated semiannually. The article assumes general famil-
iarity with the Streamlined Sales Tax Project and the
Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement, both of which
are examined in detail in the monograph on which this
article is based.
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Other important amendments to the agreement
were adopted in April, although member states
generally need not conform to these amendments
until January 1, 2008. These include:

• expansion of the multiple-points-of-use exemp-
tion rules to include all computer software
regardless of the delivery medium;

• adoption of telecommunications definitions and
amendment of the telecommunications sourc-
ing rules for ‘‘postpaid calling service’’ and ‘‘pre-
paid wireless calling service’’;

• amendment of various exemption administra-
tion rules, including rules for drop shipments;

• amendment of the definition of ‘‘sales price’’ to
include specific rules on manufacturers’ cou-
pons, rebates, and similar third-party pay-
ments; and

• addition of a definition of ‘‘bundled transaction’’
to the agreement’s administrative definitions.

The last two changes listed above involve SSUTA’s
‘‘administrative definitions.’’ Although SSUTA pur-
ports to be a mere blueprint for creating a more sim-
plified and uniform sales tax, its administrative defi-
nitions (which member states must adopt ‘‘in
substantially the same language’’) could be consid-
ered an embryonic uniform sales tax code. Those defi-
nitions include core sales tax concepts such as ‘‘tan-
gible personal property,’’ ‘‘retail sale or sale at retail,’’
‘‘sales price,’’ ‘‘purchase price,’’ ‘‘lease or rental,’’ and
several others.3 Understanding and interpreting
these definitions will be essential to the administra-
tion of, and compliance with, the sales tax in stream-
lined states. Accordingly, this article focuses on the
two recent amendments to SSUTA’s administrative
definitions. We begin by discussing the changes to the
sales price definition, and then we turn to the newly
added definition of bundled transactions.

Coupons, Rebates, and Similar Third-Party
Payments

SSUTA excludes from the ‘‘sales price’’ definition
‘‘discounts, including cash, term, or coupons that are
not reimbursed by a third party that are allowed by
a seller and taken by a purchaser on a sale.’’4 The
agreement thus retains the near-universal exclusion
of store coupons from the measure of the taxable sales
price. These are coupons for which the seller receives
no reimbursement from a third party. SSUTA ex-
pressly preserves, however, the position of the ma-
jority of states that manufacturers’ coupons (coupons
for which the seller is reimbursed) and rebates5 that

the buyer assigns to the seller are generally includ-
able in the measure of sales price.6

Beyond reimbursed coupons and rebates, retailers
receive a wide variety of incentive awards, credits,
allowances, buy-downs, bonuses, refunds, and other
manufacturer payments.Accordingly, questions have
arisenregardingtheextenttowhichthosethird-party
payments to sellers are includable in the SSUTAsales
price definition. In response, the definition of sales
pricewasamendedtoincludearathercomplexrulefor
makingthatdetermination.Because this rulewasnot
adopted until April 2005, member states have until
January 1, 2008, to comply.7

To summarize, third-party payments received by
the seller will be included in the ‘‘sales price’’ only
when (1) the payment is directly related to a price
reduction or discount on the sale, (2) the seller has
an obligation to pass the price reduction or discount
through to the purchaser, (3) the seller can deter-
mine the amount of the payment at the time of the
sale of the item to the purchaser, and (4) the pur-
chaser either (a) presents a manufacturer’s coupon
or similar document with the understanding that
the third party will reimburse the seller to whom the
coupon is presented; or (b) identifies himself or
herself to the seller as a member of a group entitled
to a discount; or (c) receives an invoice on which the
price reduction is identified as a third-party price
reduction/payment.8

The agreement was also amended to include a
special provision that allows a member state to
exclude, for motor vehicle purchases only, rebates
and employee discounts that are reimbursed by a
third party. Presumably this was done to preserve
current automobile rebate practices in some states,
as well as to allow automobile manufacturers to
provide ‘‘tax-free’’ discounts to employees that pur-
chase motor vehicles at a discount from independent
dealerships. Although adding complexity, this spe-
cial rule is not entirely inconsistent with SSUTA as
a whole, because motor vehicles generally have been

3SSUTA App. C, pt. I.
4SSUTA App. C, pt. I (emphasis added).
5For example, ‘‘sales price’’ would include the amount of a

manufacturer’s rebate that a consumer assigns to a seller in
consideration for a purchase price reduction — that is, a
discount. Thus, if a motor vehicle lists for $20,000 but is

subject to a $2,000 rebate that the buyer assigns to the dealer
in consideration for a cash purchase price reduction to
$18,000, the ‘‘sales price’’ will be $20,000 — the cash price
plus the assigned rebate (for which the dealer is reimbursed
by the manufacturer). If the rebate is not assigned to the
dealer, there is no discount and so the discount exclusion
provision is not implicated. Notwithstanding the general
rebate assignment rule, however, states may choose not to
include assigned motor vehicle rebates in the measure of the
sales price. See infra note 9 and accompanying text.

6See 2 Jerome R. Hellerstein and Walter Hellerstein, State
Taxation paras. 17.05, 17.06 (3d ed. 1998 and Supp. 2004).

7SSUTAApp. C, pt. I, (6) (amended April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008).

8SSUTAApp. C, pt. I, (6) (amended April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008).
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excluded, for example, from SSUTA’s base, rate, and
sourcing uniformity requirements.9

Finally, to aid in the interpretation of these new
rules, the Streamlined Sales Tax Implementing
States (SSTIS) approved an issue paper that pro-
vides a number of examples of the application of the
third-party reimbursement rules to common fact
patterns, including manufacturers’ coupons, group
discounts, and automobile rebates.10

A strong theoretical argument can
be made that manufacturers’
coupons, rebates, and other
payments to sellers (or to
consumers, in the form of rebates)
that constitute an incentive for the
purchase of a manufacturer’s
product should not be included in
the measure of the sales price.

Notwithstanding the approach embraced by
SSUTA and most states to third-party payments, a
strong theoretical argument can be made that manu-
facturers’ coupons, rebates, and other payments to
sellers (or to consumers, in the form of rebates) that
constitute an incentive for the purchase of a manufac-
turer’s product should not be included in the measure
of the sales price. This argument is premised on the
notion that the sales tax is a tax on consumption, and
consumption should be measured by the net price the
consumer actually pays after taking into account cou-
pons, discounts, rebates, and the like, and regardless
of whether the retailer is reimbursed by the manufac-
turer.11 Such reimbursements may be more properly

characterized as reductions in the wholesale cost of
the goods to the retailer rather than increases in the
retailer’s receipts.12

Bundled Transactions

The Streamlined Sales Tax Project devoted a
substantial amount of its time to drafting a uniform
definition of ‘‘bundled transaction’’ — a transaction
in which two or more items that are potentially
subject to different tax treatment are sold for one
undifferentiated price. A uniform definition was
finally adopted in April, and member states will
have until January 1, 2008, to comply.13 The impor-
tance of the bundling issue to SSTP participants is
reflected in the manner in which it was adopted. Not
only is it defined in the library of administrative
definitions, the adoption of its ‘‘core definition’’ is
mandated in the body of SSUTA.14 The obligation of
member states to adopt the language of administra-
tive definitions appearing only in SSUTA’s library of
definitions is slightly less clear.15

State tax administrators, courts,
and taxpayers have perennially
struggled with the tax treatment of
bundled transactions.

State tax administrators, courts, and taxpayers
have perennially struggled with the tax treatment of
bundled transactions.16 Typical approaches have
been to (1) tax the entire transaction if any part of it
is taxable, (2) apply the tax rules governing the ‘‘true
object’’17 of the transaction, (3) ignore the potentially
different tax treatment of de minimis items, and/or
(4) allow a reasonable allocation of taxable and
nontaxable receipts (essentially, allow unbundling).

9See Walter Hellerstein and John A. Swain, Streamlined
Sales and Use Tax para. 4.01; Chapter 5; and para.6.01.

10SSTP, Issue Paper, ‘‘Buydowns, Manufacturers’ Cou-
pons, Store Coupons’’ (approved by SSTIS on April 16, 2005),
available at www.streamlinedsalestax.org/issue_papers. For
all practical purposes, the approved issue paper can be
considered a binding SSUTA provision. When SSUTA be-
comes effective, for example, interpretations of the agreement
that are approved by the governing board will be considered
‘‘part of the agreement and shall have the same effect as the
agreement.’’ SSUTA section 902. Actions of the SSTIS, the
predecessor to the governing board, would probably be con-
sidered to have the same effect as a governing board action.
See SSUTA section 703 (prior to the effective date of the
agreement, the SSTIS has ‘‘responsibility for the agreement,
including the disposition of all proposed amendments’’). More-
over, one can expect that the governing board will ratify prior
acts of the SSTIS and/or independently adopt SSTIS-
approved issue papers.

11See Hellerstein and Swain, supra note 9, para.1.01
(normative discussion of retail sales tax as a tax on consump-
tion).

12J. Swain, ‘‘Sausage-Making Streamlining-Style: Cou-
pons, Rebates, and Other Third-Party Payments,’’ State Tax
Notes, Sept. 13, 2004, p. 794, 2004 STT 177-2, or Doc
2004-17101.

13SSUTA section 330 (added April 16, 2008, effective
January 1, 2008) and App. C, pt. I, (8) (added April 16, 2008,
effective January 1, 2008).

14SSUTA section 330 (added April 16, 2008, effective
January 1, 2008).

15See Hellerstein and Swain, supra note 9, para. 4.02[1].
16It should be noted that the problem of bundling has

traditionally created similar challenges under other con-
sumption tax regimes, such as the European Union’s value
added tax, because of different place-of-supply rules for dif-
ferent types of taxable supplies. See R. Doernberg, L. Hin-
nekins, W. Hellerstein, and J. Li, Electronic Commerce and
Multijurisdictional Taxation 424-428 (2001) (describing prob-
lem of ‘‘composite supplies’’).

17There are several variations of the ‘‘true object’’ theme.
See Hellerstein and Hellerstein, supra note 6, para.12.08.
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From the taxing authority’s perspective, the prob-
lem is largely administrative. Allocation would seem
to be the most accurate approach, but without a
separate, bargained-for price for each item, alloca-
tions can be manipulated18 and are difficult to prove.
From the taxpayer’s perspective, there is both an
administrative and a marketing concern. Separately
stated charges can be cumbersome to invoice, and,
perhaps more important, can be inconsistent with
the taxpayer’s business model of selling a seamless
bundle of goods and/or services. Reminding purchas-
ers that they owe tax on a portion of the bundle
through the separate statement rule can undermine
a seller’s marketing objective. That concern looms
large for providers of telecommunications, cable
television, Internet access, and related services,
because the services offered by those vendors are
often wrapped into one indistinguishable charge.19

The bundling stakes can be high. For example, a
taxpayer can benefit substantially from the ‘‘true
object’’ test if taxable and nontaxable items are
bundled and the true object is the nontaxable ele-
ment of the bundled transaction. In those instances,
however, the taxing authority may oppose applica-
tion of a ‘‘true object’’ test and assert either that an
allocation must be made or that the entire transac-
tion is taxable because the taxpayer cannot prove
the amount of the exempt charges. When the tables
are turned (that is, when the true object is taxable),
so too are the positions. The taxpayer will seek to
allocate some receipts to the nontaxable item, while
the taxing authority may take a position based on
the ‘‘true object’’ test in order to tax all receipts (or
continue to rely on a presumption of taxability when
exempt charges are not separately stated).

The substance of SSUTA’s bundled-transaction
definition generally incorporates the traditional ap-
proaches discussed above, although in a piecemeal
fashion. Under SSUTA, a ‘‘bundled transaction’’ is
‘‘the retail sale of two or more products’’ that are
‘‘distinct and identifiable’’ and sold for ‘‘one non-
itemized price.’’20 ‘‘Packaging,’’ ‘‘products provided

free of charge with the required purchase of another
product,’’ and items such as fabrication labor that
would be included in the member state’s definition of
the ‘‘sales price’’ of a product are not ‘‘distinct and
identifiable products.’’21

The term ‘‘one non-itemized price’’ does not in-
clude a price that is separately stated on an invoice
or similar document, or on a ‘‘periodic notice of rates
and services, rate card, or price list.’’22 By implica-
tion, then, a separate accounting on the seller’s
books and records, without more, would not be
enough to avoid a bundled transaction characteriza-
tion. A special rule, however, applies to bundled
transactions that include a ‘‘telecommunication ser-
vice, ancillary [telecommunication] service, internet
access, or audio or video programming service.’’23

This rule allows providers of those services to pre-
serve the tax-exempt (or tax-favored) treatment for
a portion of a bundled transaction provided that the
receipts attributable to such portion can reasonably
be verified from books and records that are kept in
the service provider’s business for purposes other
than simply sales tax accounting.24

A transaction that would otherwise fall within the
definition of a ‘‘bundled transaction,’’ that is, a trans-
actioninvolvingtwoormoreitemsthatarepotentially
subject to different tax treatment but are sold for a
single price, does not constitute a ‘‘bundled transac-
tion’’when it fallswithinSSUTA’sstatutoryversionof
the ‘‘true object’’ test. Under this test, a transaction is
not a ‘‘bundled transaction’’ if the ‘‘true object’’ of the
transaction is a service, provided that the tangible
personal property or other service involved in the
transaction is ‘‘essential to’’and ‘‘provided exclusively
in connection with’’ the primary service.25 This rule
wouldexclude, forexample,ashoeshine inastate that

18Of course, such collusion can occur even when there is a
separately stated charge because seller and buyer are typi-
cally aligned in their interests to minimize the tax applicable
to the multi-item transaction. See Hellerstein and Heller-
stein, supra note 6, para. 17.01[1][a] (authority of tax collector
to recast price allocations). The bundling issue could be
eliminated or minimized by a general sales tax on household
consumption, because the same tax rules would apply to
whatever was in the bundle, unless the bundle included items
for both household consumption and business use. See Heller-
stein and Swain, supra note 9, para. 1.01.

19See Hellerstein and Hellerstein, supra note 6, para.
4.24[1][g] (discussing bundling issues arising under the In-
ternet Tax Freedom Act).

20SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8) (added April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008).

21SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8)(A) (added April 16, 2005,
effective January 1, 2008). The member states’ definition of
sales price, in turn, is constrained by the SSUTA definition of
‘‘sales price.’’ SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (6).

22SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8)(B) (added April 16, 2005,
effective January 1, 2008).

23SSUTA section 330 (added April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008). Definitions of telecommunications service
and ancillary service are provided in the SSUTA library of
definitions, as amended April 2005. See Hellerstein and
Swain, supra note 9, para. 4.02[3][f]. The attentive reader
may note a lack of consistency between SSUTA’s use of the
terms ‘‘telecommunication service’’ and ‘‘telecommunications
service’’ to describe what appears to be the same service.
Presumably, at some point, these and other technical glitches
in SSUTA will be cleaned up.

24SSUTA section 330 (added April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008). This rule parallels the bundling rules under
the Internet Tax Freedom Act. See Hellerstein and Heller-
stein, supra note 6, para. 4.24[1][g] (discussing bundling
issues arising under the Internet Tax Freedom Act).

25SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8)(C)(1) and (2) (added April 16,
2005, effective January 1, 2008).
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taxes tangible personal property (such as shoe polish)
but generally excludes services (such as shoeshine
labor). The ‘‘true object’’ of the transaction is the shoe-
shine service, and the shoe polish is ‘‘essential to’’ and
‘‘provided exclusively in connection with’’ the service.

It is not entirely certain what tax
consequences flow, or are
intended to flow, from the
characterization of a transaction as
‘bundled’ or not. SSUTA does not
prescribe a uniform treatment of
bundled transactions.

SSUTA also excludes from the bundling definition
transactions in which the taxable component of the
bundle is de minimis, which SSUTA puts at 10 per-
cent or less of the seller’s purchase price or sale price
of the bundled products.26 Finally, there is a product-
specific exclusion from the ‘‘bundled transaction’’
definition for transactions involving taxable and ex-
empt tangible personal property where (a) one of the
products is food and food ingredients, drugs, durable
medical equipment, mobility enhancing equipment,
over-the-counter drugs, prosthetic devices, or medi-
cal supplies, and (b) where the seller’s purchase or
sales price of the taxable tangible personal property
is 50 percent or less of the total purchase or sales
price of the bundle.27 This rule would exclude a holi-
day gift basket that combines taxable cutlery and a
cutting board with exempt sausage and cheese, pro-
vided that the taxable cutlery and cutting board
(combined) constitute 50 percent or less of the seller’s
purchase or sales price.

It is not entirely certain what tax consequences
flow, or are intended to flow, from the characteriza-
tion of a transaction as ‘‘bundled’’ or not. SSUTA
does not prescribe a uniform treatment of bundled
transactions. To the contrary, SSUTA specifically
reserves to each member state the right to adopt its
own tax treatment.28 Accordingly, when a state
adopts the prescribed bundling definition,29 its effect
will not be fully ascertainable unless the term is
otherwise referenced in the state’s substantive sales

tax rules. The term ‘‘bundled transaction,’’ however,
currently appears in very few state codes or regula-
tions, and when it does appear, its application is
often limited to telecommunications transactions.30

Nevertheless, some implications of the bundling
definition may be identified:

• If a transaction qualifies as a ‘‘bundled trans-
action’’ and one of the products is taxable, then
taxing authorities in member states generally
may impose tax on the entire receipts from the
transaction. However, taxing authorities may
adopt more taxpayer-friendly treatment for
some or all bundled transactions.31 Further-
more, regarding a ‘‘telecommunication service,
ancillary [telecommunication] service, internet
access, or audio or video programming service,’’
taxpayers will be able to exclude exempt por-
tions of the bundle if those portions are ad-
equately identified by business records kept for
purposes other than mere sales tax allocation.32

• If a transaction is not bundled because there is
only one distinct and identifiable product being
sold — for example, a computer in a cardboard
box — it goes virtually without saying that the
tax treatment of the transaction is governed by
the tax treatment of the item.

• If a transaction is not bundled because the price
of each product is itemized, then the tax treat-
ment of each product is considered separately
(although most taxing authorities retain the
right to reallocate receipts under arm’s-length
pricing rules).33

26SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8)(C)(3) (added April 16, 2005,
effective January 1, 2008).

27SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8)(C)(4) (added April 16, 2005,
effective January 1, 2008). All of the items that make a
transaction subject to the 50 percent rule are defined in the
SSUTA library of definitions except for ‘‘medical supplies.’’

28SSUTA section 330(B) (added April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008).

29As we have noted above, states must adopt the definition
by January 1, 2008. SSUTA section 330(B) (added April 16,
2005, effective January 1, 2008).

30See, e.g., Nev. Admin. Code 372.485 (Westlaw through
May 2005) (treating seller’s purchase price of cellular tele-
phones, pagers, satellite television equipment, and other
telecommunications equipment as the sales prices of such
equipment, when such equipment is sold to consumers at less
than seller’s costs in connection with the sale of telecommu-
nication services).

31SSUTA section 330(B) (added April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008).

32SSUTA section 330(C) (added April 16, 2005, effective
January 1, 2008). Congress endorsed the books-and-records
approach in connection with the adoption of the Mobile
Telecommunications Sourcing Act 4 U.S.C. section 116 et seq.,
discussed generally in Hellerstein and Hellerstein, supra note
6, para. 18.07[3]; see also Hellerstein and Swain, supra note 9,
para. 19A.06[6] (discussing sourcing sales of telecommunica-
tions services).

33See Hellerstein and Hellerstein, supra note 6, para.
17.01[1][a] (tax administrator possesses authority to adjust
stated price to reflect market price).
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• If a transaction would be a bundled transaction
but for the fact that the ‘‘true object’’ is a
service, then the tax treatment of the service
probably will govern the tax treatment of the
entire transaction.34 This is not expressly speci-

fied in the bundling definition, but it appears to
be the underlying intent.

• If a transaction would be a bundled transaction
but for the fact that the taxable portion is below
the applicable threshold,35 then the transaction
will be treated as exempt. Again, this is not
expressly specified in the bundling definition,
but it appears to be the underlying intent.

[The balance of the administrative definition dis-
cussion in the Hellerstein and Swain Streamlined
Sales Tax monograph provides a detailed consider-
ation of the definitions of ‘‘retail sale or sale at retail,’’
‘‘lease or rental,’’ ‘‘sale price,’’ ‘‘purchase price,’’ ‘‘de-
livery charges,’’ ‘‘tangible personal property,’’ and ‘‘di-
rect mail.’’ Additionally discussed are draft proposals
for the definition of ‘‘digital goods.’’] ✰

34SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8)(C)(1) (added April 16, 2005,
effective January 1, 2008). Note that the books-and-records
exception of section 330(C), which applies to ‘‘bundled trans-
actions’’ of telecommunications, Internet access, and audio or
video programming services, will not apply to these ‘‘true
object’’ transactions because they are excluded from the
definition of a bundled transaction. Thus, for example, a cable
television company that sells cable services and provides a
cable box for a single charge probably would not be afforded
section 330 protection (for example, where the tax rate for
cable services is higher than the rate for the sale/use/lease of
the cable box) because the cable box is ‘‘essential to’’ and
provided ‘‘exclusively in connection with’’ the cable service
(that is, it is a ‘‘true object’’ transaction that is excluded from
the bundling definition). On the other hand, the books-and-
records exception would apply to the sale by a cable company
of Internet access and cable television services for one non-
itemized price because those services are not ‘‘essential to’’
each other and therefore do not qualify for the ‘‘true object’’
exclusion from the bundling definition.

35SSUTA App. C, pt. I, (8)(C)(3) and (4) (added April 16,
2005, effective January 1, 2008).
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